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DAY 1
17:30-19:00 Actors/Artists: Bread & Salt Welcoming Ceremony

19:00-19:45 Short time to refresh

20:00-23:00 Transfer to Welcome Dinner

23:00-23:30 Welcome dinner on Radisson Cruise Icebreaker

Transfer back to the hotel. Overnight

DAY 2
10:00 Meeting with the guides at the hotel lobby

10:00-13:00 Moscow at a glance

13:00-14:30 Lunch in Nikita restaurant

14:30-15:00 Transfer to Kremlin. Security Check

15:00-16:30 Kremlin Territory

16:30-19:30 Transfer to the hotel. Time to refresh

19:30-20:00 Meeting at the hotel lobby. Transfer to restaurant for the dinner

20:00-23:30 Dinner with Cabaret Show a la Russe at historical Yar Restaurant

23:30-00:00 Transfer back to the hotel. Overnight



DAY 3
10:00-10:30 Meeting in the hotel lobby. Transfer to Bunker

11:00-12:30 Bunker Tagansky - Cold War Museum (Basic Tour "Declassified"("Grif snyat")

12:30-13:00 Transfer to Bolshoi Theater

13:00-14:30 Bolshoi Theater Backstage Tour

14:30-16:00 Lunch in Bolshoi Restaurant

16:00-17:00 Luxury Shopping in Moscow - Stoleshnikov Pereulok (The Fashion Street)

17:00-19:30 Transfer back to the hotel. Time to refresh

20:30-23:00 Dinner in Turandot Restaurant Welcome Musical entertainment: Jazz band

23:00-23:30 Transfer back to the hotel

23:30 Overnight



DAY 4
09:00-10:00 Meet your guides at the hotel lobby. Transfer to Star City

10:00-12:30 Visit of the Star City

12:30-13:30 Transfer back to Moscow

13:30-15:00 Lunch in Shinok restaurant with traditional performance

Russian folk ensemble for group welcome during lunch (balalaika, accordion and etc.)

15:00-15:15 Transfer to Old Arbat Street

15:15-17:00 Old Arbat Walking Tour from the restaurant with souvenir shops visit
Transfer back to the hotel. Free time at leisure

18:00-18:30 Meeting at the hotel lobby. Transfer to Petroff Palace - Petrovskiy Putevoy Dvorets

18:30-00:00 Hussar's Ball in Petroff Palace

Transfer back to the hotel. Overnight

DAY 5
09:00-12:00 Breakfast at Hotel

13:00-14:30 Departure from Moscow



DAY-BY-DAY PROGRAM



RADISSON ROYAL 5*

This luxury hotel is situated at the intersection of Moscow’s Kutuzovskiy Prospekt and Novy

Arbat and occupies a Stalinist skyscraper. It offers free Wi-Fi, an indoor pool and modern spa

facilities.

Rooms at Radisson Royal Hotel offer stylish décor and classic-style furniture, offering a flat-

screen TV and views of the city or inner courtyard. All rooms have high ceilings, and some

have a separate seating area.

RITZ CARLTON 5*

Located just off the Red Square, next to the Kremlin, The Ritz-Carlton Moscow offers luxurious

amenities including world-class dining options. The O2 Lounge, a stylish rooftop terrace,

features panoramic views over the Red Square and the Kremlin.

Hotel's large, opulent rooms are stylish but also modern, and guests can control the curtains

and lighting electronically.

BALTCHUG KEMPINSKI 5*

Hotel Baltschug Kempinski Moscow is located in the heart of Moscow, only a 5-minute walk

from Red Square and the Kremlin. An indoor pool, a spa centre and a gym are featured in this

hotel. Free high-speed WiFI is available throughout the hotel.

The classic-style, air-conditioned rooms include a flat-screen TV and a minibar. The private

bathroom comes with bathrobes, slippers and free toiletries.

HOTELS



DAY 1

ACTIVITY: BREAD & SALT WELCOME CEREMONY

Bread & Salt ceremony has been there for ages and has been one of the oldest Russian traditions until nowadays. It has

been always a sign of true hospitality for very important and respected guests. The ceremony is the following: when the

guests arrive, they are greeted by Russian ladies dressed in national costumes and holding a loaf of bread ("caraway")

placed on a "rushnik" (embroidered towel). A salt holder or a salt cellar is placed on top of the bread loaf or secured in a

hole on the top of the loaf. Each guest is offered to break off a piece of bread and eat it after putting in salt. The Bread &

Salt ceremony is traditionally performed by young women dressed in national costumes.

DINNER: RADISSON CRUISE ICEBREAKER

CUISINE: Popular European dishes are prepared by the chief directly on our yachts state of the art kitchen. Bar features a

wide variety of drinks. Private charters of the yacht-restaurants for various events with capability to accept aboard up to 200

passengers. Combine a romantic cruise on Moskva River with a dinner at an excellent restaurant.

CAPACITY: Number of passengers: up to 140, depending on the chosen date and boat.



DAY 2
ACTIVITY: MOSCOW AT GLANCE TOUR / FULL DAY TOUR

During the orientation of Moscow you will get acquainted with main tourist attractions of the city. Passing the

famous Tverskaya Street, Red and Manege Squares as well as Arbat, you will have a stop at Vorobyovy Gori - the

highest point of Moscow with a breathtaking view at the city and Moscow-river. The building of Lomonosov's

Moscow State University (one of the seven famous Stalin's Age skyscrapers) is located just in a short walk from

here. Luzhniki Stadium which honored FIFA 2018 Final is situated right in front. In winter, Vorobyovy Hills are

popular among ski- and snowboard fans in the winter time. Regular visitors can also try a ride in a lifting chair

down/up the hill the year round. Victory Park, Red Square, Cathedral of Christ the Saviour, Novodevichiy

Convent, Bolshoi Theater, and a photo stop for the best views of the Kremlin!

DINNER: YAR RESTAURANT

CUISINE: Russian, European, Author's cuisine. The legendary restaurant "Yar" is the main pride of Sovetsky

Hotel. This bohemian restaurant hosted Pushkin, Chaliapin, Gilyarovsky, Rasputin, Savva Morozov, Chekhov,

Kuprin, Gorky. Today the restaurant "Yar" is one of the best ethnic restaurants in Russia, where you can sample

delicious dishes, perfectly combines culinary traditions.

CAPACITY: Up to 350 people.

LUNCH: NIKITA RESTAURANT

CUISINE: Russian "philistine" of 19th century. Thanks to consultants Olga and Pavel Syutkin, the Russian cuisine

historians, the restaurant menu features a range of forgotten dishes. Finally, today guests can have a meal that

the 19th century's middle class Muscovites used to enjoy.

CAPACITY: Total 180 seats: 1st floor - up to 60 seats, 2nd floor - up to 120 pax (100 + 20 in VIP hall)



DAY 3
ACTIVITY: BUNKER TAGANSKY – COLD WAR MUSEUM

Built in 1951, this super-secret bunker served as the command post, the main artery for communication for the Soviet

Union in the event of a nuclear war. We will show how the staff members operated inside the bunker and display the

facility's unique architecture. Finally, we will show our special effects-imitation of nuclear missile launch that definitely

won't leave you indifferent.

ACTIVITY: BOLSHOI THEATER BACKSTAGE TOUR

State Academic Bolshoi Theatre of Russia is one of the best musical theaters in the world. The Bolshoi Theater was

founded in 1776. Tour includes: History of Bolshoi Theater, Imperial foyer, Choral Room, Royal Seats, Pit, Lower Beethoven

Concert Hall, Upper Rehearsal Stage and a chance to see ongoing rehearsal (upon approval). Minimum group size is 5

people and maximum group size is 15 people. Possible from 10 to 16.

LUNCH: BOLSHOI RESTAURANT

CUISINE: Russian, French. Chef Kamel Benama , awarded with a dozen of Michelin stars, is a renowned specialist who

worked in France, the United Kingdom and Morocco. The restaurant is situated close to the Bolshoi Theater and it has

become a tradition for many from the upper class to come visit before or after a performance in the Bolshoi Theatre.

CAPACITY: There are two luxury-decorated halls: The Small hall (24 pax) & The Grand Hall (up to 100 pax).

DINNER: TURANDOT RESTAURANT

CUISINE: Pan Asian & European. Turandot is more than just a food - it is a true culinary masterpiece. Not to mention an

excellent service. Turandot Restaurant is located on Tverskoy boulevard, in the very center of Moscow. It is a luxurious

palace, all the interiors of which are hand-made. Here is mosaic gold and antiques.

CAPACITY: Up to 150 guests including all separate rooms (cabinets).



DAY 4 / Part I
ACTIVITY: STARCITY

Star City is one of the most significant space facilities in Russia. It is located in the picturesque suburbs of

Moscow at a distance of 30 km. There is the Cosmonauts' Training Center named by Yuri Gagarin and the same-

named museum. Both objects are unique and of great interest to visitors from various countries. It is the only

location in the world, where one can try Zero Gravity Flight and many other activities, which are used in real

cosmonaut's training.

ADDITIONALLY CAN BE OFFERED: Soyuz TM spacecraft with possibility for inside entrance (optional); Dressing

and photo-shooting opportunity in “Sokol” suit (photo-shooting is not included into the cost), max. 3 persons

from each subgroup; MIR station outside and inside visit; Meeting with a cosmonaut; Cosmonaut Space food

tasting activity; International Space Station (ISS) visit; Biomedical division visit; Vestibular system training:

rotating chair.

LUNCH: SHINOK RESTAURANT

CUISINE: Russian, Ukrainian. "Shinok" is legendary restaurant with 15 years of history and traditions. It`s the

only premium Ukrainian restaurant in Moscow. In the old days small taverns in Ukraine were called "shinoks".

The modern Shinok Restaurant is situated in the famous restaurants’ row in Presnya Street, close to the White

House and International Trading Center. "Shinok" is harmony of modern interior and most delicious cuisine. The

interior is full of wood, windows. It looks luxury. There is a unique courtyard with pets made specially for

restaurant «Shinok» that gives guests the opportunity to see evening glow and sunrises and animal life at

natural environment.

CAPACITY: Two halls - the main one (up to 170 pax) and VIP room (up to 30 pax)



DAY 4 / Part II
ACTIVITY: OLD ARBAT WALKING TOUR

Unique pedestrian street, between the Garden Ring and Boulevard Ring roads. Houses dated by the

19-th and the beginning of the 20-th centuries, in empire and modern styles. Old Arbat Street is

Moscow’s walking zone, shopping mile, with many bookstores, florists, a pet shop, jewelry and

clothing stores, art galleries, theaters, souvenir stores, cafes and restaurants. It is one of the oldest

streets in Moscow.

DINNER: HUSSAR BALL IN PETROFF PALACE

DESCRIPTION: The Petrovskij Palace, located on the Leningradskij Prospect, was built in order to let 

the royal family rest before making ceremonial entry into Moscow. In 1776 - 1796. Moreover, in 1812 

Napoleon, retreating from the Kremlin during the fire, spent several days at the palace. Surrounded by 

brick fortress wall with towers, the red palace combines the architectural techniques of Neoclassicism 

with the vivid ornamental style of old Russian building and romantic features of Gothic. The interior 

decoration of the Palace features the Louis XVI style.

Balls in the 19th century were the favorite entertainment of the audience. Ball - this is a very special

event in the life of the last century. The guests will have the following opportunities:

1."Master of Ceremonies“ 5. "Duel of hussars"

2."Dance Master Class“ 6. “Cooking of Zhenka"

3."Hussar Ballad” 7. "Cut the cabbage"

4."Fashion of Empire era” 8. "Master-class on decorating Hussar

uniform"



TEL: +7 499 288 2118

E-MAIL: contact@miceversa.com

WEBSITE: http://www.miceversa.com

OFFICE: Russia, Moscow, per. Krasina 15/1, office 3B

EXPLORE RUSSIA
WITH US
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